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**QUESTION: 36**
Which of the following directories contains information, documentation and example configuration files for installed software packages?

A. /usr/share/doc/
B. /etc/defaults/
C. /var/info/
D. /doc/
E. /usr/examples/

**Answer: A**

**QUESTION: 37**
Which of the following commands adds the directory /new/dir/ to the PATH environment variable?

A. $PATH=/new/dir: $PATH
B. PATH=/new/dir: PATH
C. export PATH=/new/dir: PATH
D. export $PATH=/new/dir: $PATH
E. export PATH=/new/dir: $PATH

**Answer: E**

**QUESTION: 38**
A user is currently in the directory /home/user/Downloads/ and runs the command ls ../Documents/Assuming it exists, which directory’s content is displayed?
QUESTION: 39
A directory contains the following three files: texts 1.txt texts 2.txt texts 3.csv Which command copies the two files ending in .txt to the /tmp/ directory?

A. cp ??txt /tmp/
B. cp *.txt /tmp/
C. cp .txt /tmp/
D. cp ?.txt /tmp/
E. cp $?.txt /tmp/

Answer: B

QUESTION: 40
FILL IN THE BLANK
When typing a long command line at the shell, what single character can be used to split a command across multiple lines?

Answer: \
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